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Lets Start With a Simple
Attacker Location Taxonomy
 In this case, for Virtual Machine Hosting clouds 

such as Amazon EC2
 Similar analyses applies for other types of “clouds”, 

such as service clouds like Google
 Attacker coresident on the network

 High precision network measurement and interference
 Attacker coresident on the physical machine

 CPU/memory measurement and interference
 Attacker corrupting the hosting infrastructure...

 Game Over, Man
 So how can an attacker corrupt the hosting 

infrastructure? 2



Lawyers...
 Subpoenas are annoying and powerful documents

 They take time, effort, and expense to defend...
 You can “Money-DOS” your opponent with enough of them

 You can defend against them...
 Thats why your business has a lawyer on speed dial

 But will your hosting provider?
 Or would it be easier for them to just say “whatever...”
 Is there a “Legal Service Level Agreement” in the contract?

 App Engine TOS: 4.5 Third Party Requests. Customer is 
responsible for responding to Third Party Requests. Google will, to 
the extent allowed by law and by the terms of the Third Party 
Request: (a) promptly notify Customer of its receipt of a Third Party 
Request; (b) comply with Customer’s reasonable requests regarding 
its efforts to oppose a Third Party Request;...
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Guns...
 And you thought civil lawyers were scary...  

Wait till you deal with law enforcement
 What about search warrants?  
 Criminal subpoenas?
 National Security Letters?
 Would you kindly wiretap your customers?

 The NSA will neither confirm nor deny any aspect of their 
relationship with Google...

 And these guys mess up, too
 Just ask JotForm: the US government got their .com 

domain suspended
 By asking GoDaddy “Would you kindly”, 

and GoDaddy said “sure...”
 You think this couldn’t happen to your slice of cloud?
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Money...
 I’m not talking about bribing engineers in the hosting provider

 Although that may be remarkably effective
 But your provider misusing your data for their own profit

 The Google Privacy Policy, translated to English:
 “We can do whatever we want internally with whatever data we get”
 Mail, Google Docs, Cloud Storage, App Engine, its all on the table...

 App Engine and Cloud Storage Terms of Service:
2.4 Privacy Policies. The Service shall be subject to Google’s 
Privacy Policy. Changes to the Privacy Policy will be made as stated 
in the applicable policy....

 Even when you pay Google, you are still a product to them!
 After all, Google gets $36.5B a year from advertising (aka using and 

abusing the data they collect about people), and only $1.3B from 
everything else!

 Is your provider any different?
 Amazon is starting an add network too...
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Risk Management and Money
 Other cloud-specific risks can be solved with “money”
 Worried about network coresident attackers?

 Make sure your crypto is padded (and slower)
 Worried about VM interference?

 If you pay Amazon enough, they’d probably give you physical 
machines

 Rackspace will right from the start
 Even integrated into the same infrastructure as the cloud VMs

 For $800 a month, you never have to worry about VM interference 
again
 And you run your first 10 VM instances on it, so the real cost is much less

 Layer 8 risks are much harder
 Are good contracts enough?  

 Can you even get a good contract?
 Do US companies need Bulletproof Hosting, like they need 

Caribbean tax havens?
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Don’t Outsource the Data
Insource the Cloud
 Which means our research should be not on securing 

the cloud but cheap system operation: 
 Outsourcing to “The Cloud” is only about saving money, 

so could we save it elsewhere?
 Can 1/8th of a FTE of a junior Sysadmin run 

an in-house AWS + iCloud?
 Virtual serves for hosting, database services, etc
 User-cloud services including storage, mail, calendaring, WebDAV, 

etc..
 Ranging in size from a “Cloud-inna-Box” up to several racks

 Automatic configuration, automatic repair, standard replacement 
modules, decontented, power-saving systems, etc...

 Because companies don’t want to end up singing...
Send laywers, guns, and money
The s**** has hit the fan
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